Mystery Mapper
Your job is to use maps, atlases, and Google Earth to analyze clues. You will work with the Think Tank to help create questions, and provide answers.

Mystery Greeter
Your job is to introduce our class at the beginning of the Skype call—without revealing our location. You’ll also close out our call & thank our partners for their participation.
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Photographer

Your job is to capture our Mystery Skype experience in photos or short videos & post your work to the class website.
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Questioner

Your job is to interact with the partner class, asking them the questions created by our Think Tank.
Mystery Responders

Your job is to interact with the partner class, answering yes/no to their questions, as directed by the Think Tank.

Mystery Runner

Your job is to quietly move between groups passing questions/answers from the Think Tank to the Questioner or Responder.
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Think Tank
Your job is to conduct research and think critically! Your team will create questions for the Questioner to ask, and approve answers to be sent to the Responder.
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Tracker
Your job is to record all questions asked, and answers received so that our class does not accidentally miss an important clue, or duplicate a question.
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Tweeter
Your job is to take charge of our backchannel on Twitter or Today’s Meet by posting questions & their answers so that others, outside our classroom, can see the fun!